
Upcoming dates  of Interest:

Board Meeting:
All Board meetings are open to the public. Ask any board member for the upcoming 
dates.

Chestnut Ridge Meets– December 11th – Hempfield High School – 2pm

Swim for 60 and Christmas Party – December 20th 7-9pm

October / 
November 2021

It’s been a great start to our Fall session this year. I know we are all anxious to get back 
to the Norwin pool. As of right now we still do not have an estimated time of when 
renovations will be completed.  We will keep you updated as we get more information.

One great change is that we are back to competing on a more normal schedule both 
with Chestnut Ridge and AMS. In addition, we are getting back to some of the NAC 
events that we know the swimmers love. 



SAVE THE DATE

We are bringing back the Swim for 60 on December 20th

For those new swimmers, each fall the kids compete against each other
for 60 minutes swimming as many laps as they can. 

Typically, this is a fundraiser for the club, but we are switching it up this 
year. This time we will be asking for you to collect donations for 
Beverly’s Birthdays, a local charity. Lots more information will be 
coming out soon so keep an eye out.

At the end of the event we are going to celebrate by having a pizza and 
swim party for the swimmers.

Stay tuned for lots more information on this fun event.



AMS

November 19th-21st: Mark Braun Fall Classic, Spire Institute, OH

Good luck to all the swimmers that qualified for this event. Look at our 
Facebook page and on Instagram for pictures of the event.



ATHLETE OF THE MONTH

Noah Mulac



ATHLETE OF THE MONTH

Noah Mulac
Noah Mulac
DOB 12/5/2005

First competition - 8 years old - Derry Area Aqua Club on 
June 17, 2014

•25 free, 50 free, 25 back

Noah has become the "silent" leader on the Norwin Aqua 
Club. His quiet demeanor seems to fit the distance 
swimmer he has become. Noah has consistently developed 
his distance technique, achieving A time standards in the 
500, 1000 and 1650 yard freestyles, the 400 meter freestyle 
and 200 meter backstroke. During the past two years, he 
has widened his swimming portfolio, competing in every 
event and distance except for one - the 200 yard
butterfly! However, we have a feeling that he will want to 
achieve that last accomplishment before too long!



ATHLETE OF THE MONTH

Age: 15 years old
Grade – 10th – Norwin High School
Favorite Subject – Science
Role Model – My Grandmother
Favorite Book – Diary of  a Wimpy kid was 
good – I hate to read
Favorite Movie – Die Hard
Favorite Vacation – Myrtle Beach
Favorite Food – Bacon Cheeseburger
Hobbies – video games, flag football, 
hanging with friends
When I grow up I want to… A doctor or 
something in the medical field
Favorite Stroke – Backstroke
Favorite Event – 100 Back
Swimming Goals – To break the 5 minute
mark in the 500 Free and qualify for the 
WPIAL championship



Jill is back with another installment of On the Flip Turn. If you 
have any ideas for future topics, you can always contact her at 

practice or via email at jmarcincavage@gmail.com

With the distance meet at North Hills just happening, I thought it 
would be a great time to visit the topic of distance swimming. (I 
will discuss sprinting next month). While sometimes the 200M/Y 
and 500Y/400M are considered mid-distance, for simplicity sake 
we will talk about what is usually grouped as distance events. 
Often held separately or at the end of a meet session, the 
distance events in typical competitive swimming are, in both 
short course yards and long course meters, 500SCY/400LCM, 
1000SCY/800LCM, and the 1650SCY/1500LCM. 

Each distance event is a freestyle event. It is often surprising to 
some that this means the swimmer can swim whatever stroke 
they want. Most elect to swim the crawl stroke (what most 
consider freestyle) as that is typically the fastest of all the 
strokes. However, there are some adult clubs that have been 
holding their own events such as distance butterfly.( A 1650 
of fly!?!? Wow!) 



Distance swimming has an entirely different set of strategies and 
challenges as opposed to sprint races. I asked our head coach, 
Neil Jones, what qualities make a good distance swimmer. He 
gave me a brief list. First and foremost, a good distance swimmer 
is able to “feel” their pace. While sprinters just want to swim as 
fast as they can in a strong short burst, distance swimmers need 
to “know” how fast their laps are and how to speed up or slow 
down their pace. Not every swimmer has this ability, but it can 
be honed swimming various paces at practice. 

The second quality many distance swimmers have is superior 
upper body strength. With distance swimming the legs are 
secondary. This is especially evident when watching Olympic 
distance swimmers such as Katie Ledecky. The best distance 
swimmers will use a two or four kick beat or cadence while 
swimming flag to flag, and a six beat kick into and out of the 
turns. While starts aren’t as critical in distance swimming as they 
are in sprints, strong push offs and dolphin kicks are as you want 
to maximize the effectiveness of the underwater swim. 

The third quality that most distance swimmers have is good 
aerobic ability. This is where we get into the science of lactic acid 
but to keep it as simple as possible, a good breathing pattern is 
critical. Not only does long or strenuous activity cause lactic acid 



build up, but lack of oxygen does as well. During any length, a 
body will have lactic acid begin to build. With good aerobic and 
anaerobic training, the body will learn how to respond and deal 
with the lactic acid more efficiently. In the longer lengths such as 
the 1000Y and 1650Y, the lactic acid that builds actually starts to 
clear out and the better distance swimmers can actually become 
stronger and faster as the race goes on. This also depends on 
muscle build. For instance, a sprinter swimming a distance event, 
will “hit the wall” much harder and faster than a distance 
swimmer as the sprinters fast twitch muscle fibers (the muscles 
that are responsible for quick, explosive bursts) will burn oxygen 
rapidly. In comparison, a distance swimmer who has more slow 
twitch muscle fibers than fast twitch uses oxygen more 
efficiently. Remember, though, those slow twitch muscles aren’t 
optimized for sprinting which is why many distance swimmers 
don’t excel at the shorter distances. 

Each swimmer has their own strengths and weaknesses. They 
often change throughout a swimmers lifetime that’s why its is 
important to try different events periodically even if they aren’t 
your favorite. Many fear the distance events and doubt 
themselves. But you never know until you try. You may just be 
surprised. 



Yes, it may be scary to think about swimming a mile 
in competition, but take a moment to think about daily practice. I 
asked Coach Jones what the average daily practice yardage is for 
our current season. Level 1 swimmers average about 6000-6800 
yards at practice, with each level reducing their distance from 
700-1200 yards. So a level 3 swimmer, at NAC practices is still 
swimming on average 5000 yards. When you think about that, 
1650 yards is a little more approachable. So if your swimmer 
would like to try a distance event at an upcoming meet, please 
talk to one of our coaches! They might just discover a new talent 
and passion! 

*Sending a special thank you to Coach Jones for always being 
available to answer my questions (and always patient too!)



Congratulations to Liam Samuels for being one of the 
October Students at Norwin Middle School



Did you see the we are doing another Moe’s Taco Box 
again. These were very popular the first time so don’t 
miss your chance. Head on over to our facebook page 
and click on the link to order. All orders are due by 
Sunday, November 14th at Noon

The boxes will be available for pick up at Shop N Save 
parking lot on Tuesday, November 16th at 5pm.



NAC is on Instagram

Make sure to tag us in your swimming photos 
@norwinaquaclub



Got an idea? Should we give your 
swimmer a shout out?

Please share with us! Email us at 
NAC@teamunify.com


